Stand out from the crowd
Innovative custom build stand solutions
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showlite.co.uk/evolve
#nothingstandsstill
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Evolve is the perfect solution for exhibitors looking for
innovative and eye-catching designs that will deliver on
the experience but free you up to focus on the event.

AMBER
A perfect “first step” up from a Shell Scheme stand, offering the
opportunity to brand at height and include curved elements to set the
stand apart.

RUBY
Ruby bridges the gap between shell scheme and space only, providing
you with an easy to manage transition to a semi bespoke design, offering
an editable stand design.

showlite.co.uk/evolve

Join the conversation
@showlite
@showlite-ltd
@showliteuk
#nothingstandstill

SAPPHIRE
Sapphire stands are constructed using our exclusive hybrid system, a
mix of timber build with a modular frame. A budget friendly solution to
a higher specification build that can be fully customised.

EMERALD
Emerald stands are the top end of the spectrum, and suit the exhibitor
with the budget to see the value in their investment. Fully customised
to your needs.
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“Thank you to Showlite for the smooth preparation to Food & Drink Expo 2018. Our
stand had eye-catching and practical design and during the exhibition we received
a lot of positive feedback from our visitors. We especially appreciated the hard work
and great support we received … Showlite is the right company to collaborate with.”
Elena Karmanova, Head of Export Marketing, MAFKA
“I was impressed by Showlite’s professionalism. They were there to assist on
any issue, right from the planning until the end of the show, always with clear
explanation and guidance. Showlite understood our brief and produced an elegant,
functional stand which was within our budget requirements. I wouldn’t hesitate to
use Showlite again!”
Ariadna Rovira, Sales Department, TMI
“We were looking for an eye catching and professional stand design which would
help us stand out at PPMA 2018… Showlite interpreted our requirements from initial
concept through to finished stand design. They simplified the whole process for
us providing alternative suggestions to better fit our needs and meet our budget
working closely with us both prior to the show and onsite.”
Janette Deyermond, Multiweigh UK Ltd
“Thank you for building us a really nice stand and above all, your quick response
both before and during the show. We really appreciated your effort!”
Lone Buhmann Pedersen, PA to Sales Director & Marketing Coordinator, PAYPER

To find out more contact the Evolve team

Linda Prendeville
Client Account Manager
Tel: 01264 365550
E: lprendeville@showlite.co.uk

Marissa Whitby
Client Account Executive
Tel: 01264 365550
E: mwhitby@showlite.co.uk

showlite.co.uk/evolve

